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PAGE TWO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
AMONG OUR VISITORS "Many go out with the burning P. Marinus Paulsen, violinis', and 
message, but when they meet the Miss Margaret Snyder, pianist. Mr. 
One morning" last week Dr. Greist problems of sin and indifference they Cleaveland proved to be just such an 
paid Taylor a visit and brought the weaken and compromise. artist as the advanced heralding had 
students a very timely message on "There are many truths to be got- predicted. While he does his singing 
the evils of "Waste". ten in the class room but there are with fine poise, unaffected by man-
"Jesus told the disciples to gather other truths that must be gotten from nerisms of any sort, yet he produces 
up the scraps," he said, "because one Qod jn tj,e qUjet hours of meditation, a very thrilling climax and carries 
law of the spiritual realm requires "John the Baptist virtually said to his audience with the sincerity of his 
that nothing be wasted." He told us tbe pe0ple, 'Since you have repented personality. Mr. Cleaveland's program 
that God punishes the waster. j shall baptise you." was so varied and exacting as to con-
"Education", says Dr. Greist, "Many Christians backslide be- vince anyone on first hearing of his 
"should teach us to save. When Jesus cause they have not gone to the bot- sterling musicianship. His Italian Aria 
told his disciples to gather up the toul 0f repentance. was a masterpiece of vocal art. In 
fragments, He gave us the inspira- "when we really repent and get h's American songs, some seven in 
ti°n for a Christian education." rjght wHh God> the people around number, his diction was perfect." 
"You may waste material provisions knQw something about it 
and have strength to obtain more, "SAM THE METHCDIST" i , , , _ u /»nr. Hod never saved a soul to stop but when we waste an hour it ca VI^*N\ TAYT OR , with such an experience, but that He vian^ IAYLUK never be regained. . fl. 
He told how it is possible to use m,g sanctify Him. 
the minutes to a great advantage. "Those going out into His work Sam' the Methodist (Samuel 
Men were cited who had practically need to be baptised with the Holy l olovona) Pa'd us another visit Oct. 
educated themselves while working Ghost and fire. *»d talked to us at the morning 
, , j, , ,, . . , chapel service. He brought a burn-as common laborers. If you are not able to live a holy « „ „ ... , ... , ... , ,. J ing message from Rom. 6:12: "Let life here, you will not live it any- . . , • • . , „ . , „ u i n°t sin therefore reign in your mortal Rev. Robert Young where else. , „ ° .... , , 
a body. Though as he smillingly ad-
Rpv You UP- a graduate of Asburv God wants us to be holy, and if we mitted', he did not altogether con-Rev. Young a graduate olAsmrry expect tQ fellowshi with ffi we * 
College, has been visiting Dr. Paul , , . nne nimse11 to tne text, Put Pe earn-
and the school this past week. ur, , y" estly pled wih us to submit ourselves 
Through the persuasion of Dr. Paul, God can £lve you an experience wholly to God's refining fire. Who 
Rev. Young brought the student body that bhe devi1 ls not ab'e to make is there who has not heard God 
three good evangelistic messages you doubt- speaking to him through this man's 
which he delivered with such fer- " 'The wages of sin is death.' In bolY life? He has pointed multitudes 
vor that a number of our students the face of this fact and God's offer to the Lamb of God who taketh away 
were led to become Christians. of eternal life, men will sin. the sin of the world. 
We feel that the readers of the "After I was gloriously saved there 
Echo would be pleased to read a was something in my heart at enmity fHE RECEPTI°N AT THE 
number of quotations taken from with God. Three years later I was METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
these messages so we shall submit sanctified. At this time carnality was 
them with this article. cleansed out of my heart. Gn 'be even>ng of October 10, the 
"We can face anything and be "Your work will cause you to be- Methodlst church of Upland gave a 
more than victorious by the grace of come cold in your devotion unless receptlon to tbe faculty and stu-
God. you are careful to "keep up" your tS °f Tayl°r University-
"God ever intended to walk with prayer life." The program was opened by the 
man when He created him, but man Hjg messageg wer(J he] fuj jndeed singing of some well known hymns, 
chose to go alone; consequently we and we invite Rey Yq ^ ^  ^  Then Miss Mildred Atkinson played a 
have the problem of sin in the world. again> when he pagses ^ horn solo accompanied by her sister, 
"We don't go deep enough to dis- Thelma. The address of welcome by 
cover what God can do for us. He TAYLOR PROFESSOR Rev. Carson was followed by a reply 
can undue anything the devil has TEACHES IN MARION from President Paul. The Atkinson 
done. quartette then favored us with a 
"It is necessary that we be strong Prof. Harlan W. Cleaveland, head song" Master Asbury Carson en-
in the Lord but this will be imposs- of the vocal department of Taylor tertained us by reading one of Riley's 
ible as long as carnality remains in University, has arranged to give two Poems and after this part of the pro-
the heart. afternoons a week to Marion. Begin- £ram> there was a general "get-to-
"There is no possibility of growing n'nS on Saturday he will teach at the Sether , i» which we became better 
mrnalitv out of the heart Paulsen studios. acquainted with the towns people and 
Tod h.5 lo p.1 TLy people, «'• - ™l Me.  ^». ,eee, better 
"Unless the heart is cleaned the in- 8'aVC 3 recital laSt Week in Marion> ^ \ Following this light nless the eart is cleaned t e in and a ver compliment t f refreshments were served. 
dividual will not see the possibilities ^ .. , _r. * , TX, ^ , . . of r ce appeared in Fridays Chronicle as We take this opportunity to ex-
follows: tend to the pastor an.d members of 
The world is hungry for the truth .«0ne of the mogt interesting re. the Upland Methodist Church our 
but you- cannot bring them this citals heard this year was the concert appreciation and gratitude for this 
truth until you are made strong in jast njght introducing Mr. Harlan W. generous expression of their friend-
the grace of God. Cleaveland. baritone, assisted by Mr. ship. 
S 
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THE ELEVENTH HOUR FEATURE than the children of light" bequeath the other downward. By the help of 
IN EDUCATION their money an.d build strong un- the Holy Spirit we are always able to 
spiritual schools, commanding the respond to the upward pull." 
By John Paul, Piesident of patronage of our children and ed- "God provides every necessity for 
Taylor University. ucating them away from God's call, any work He gives us to do." 
if not away from the faith of their "Some truths are not recorded in 
The eleventh hour feature in ed- fathers. I am open to correspond with the Bible because they are too great 
ucation, to which the various Bible anyone who wants further discussion for us to understand," 
schools confine themselves and Ibr Qf this subject. "My preaching shall center around 
which Taylor University provides a deeper experience in our own souls 
special courses on the side, is re- EXCERPTS FROM PRESIDENT and a world program for the saving 
quired by those who were late re- PAUL'S CHAPEL TALKS of souls." 
sponding to the Master's call and who "People who say that we have 
because they have passed the mem- "We must have purity to have passed the age of miracles, the bap-
ory stages of youth and become in- power» tism of the Holy Ghost, and power 
volved with family obligations find "We must empty ourselves in or- did not find such in the Scripture." 
it not practical to take a standard der |0 be filled." The Scriptures say that the promise 
degree course. "Hebiews 9:14 teaches that we is not only for them at that time but 
There is much legitimate demand must bave cleanliness and power for those afar off; it is for all those who 
for that kind of education in our service." come unto Him." 
day; and all who take short, super- "When the heart is cleansed' it has "Miracles have another meaning 
ficial courses ought to be encouraged experienced its penlecost." today. They are not used to prove 
if their motive is correct and well "The man whose heart is not that the Bible is true but manifesta-
adivised. But when the motive is un- cieansed may bear the call to follow tions to thwart some force which in-
sound and there are not facts suf- secular occupations or vocations." tersects God's purpose." 
ficient to warrant a short shift in "When God ccmes into the heart "If you find a minister who is try-
or.e's education it is pathetic to the we are awakened to the highest and ing to prove the gospel is true, con-
point of disaster to see such a person fcest in Hig kingdom." elude that he is out of date. If a man 
shirking the hard courses and feed- "Paul's call did net depend' on the gets so far that it is necessary to 
ing himself upon a little soup and' resubs Qf his labors." prove the gospels true he is too far 
lettuce and soft dessert as prepara- was not a personal invitation gone." 
tion for the day's work God has frcm tbe pe0pie 0f Macedonia that "God wants witnesses to send out, 
assigned him. caused Paul to go there; he was di- and not attorneys," 
Nineteen centuries ago Jesus said lected there by God." "The material that must be used by 
"behold I come quickly." We should "We are more than a foreigner in you is the lives of witnesses around 
know by now that "immediately" and many wayS if' we are unsaved." y°u> those that have made good in 
"quickly" when spoken by the Al- * ,.Most fiel<Ji3 are foreig-n fields to the spiritual kingdom." 
mighty do not mean a few months, God» "The thing that counts is your 
and when we heap to ourselves the "Every man and woman is called to Christian life." 
conceit that the mission or evangel- a fieid where be or she can bear the "We must have spiritual events 
istic field needs our immature service m0S(: frujt. This may mean the for- here at Taylor for they are what is 
in great haste lest per chance Jesus eign field» looked for and needed." 
would come so soon that our time of "God jnvites us to commune with "It is not going to be your talk, 
education would be wasted' we are jjjm >> logic, or oratory that will do, but a 
not pleasing God. Such reasoning " Vv i dom is the proper appreciation complete yieldedness to God." 
grieves the Holy Spirit. It is as great of the relation fcgtween means and "What will it profit a man if he 
a folly as building perishable houses ends » gain the whole world and' lose his 
and lenses because the age will be "The educated man with wisdom own soul. In this and throughout the 
too short for us to waste time on wjp be practjeal." Scriptures the immortality of the 
brick and mortar. Build as if you "Knowledge is lumber, and wisdom s°ul is assumed as is the existence of 
had ten centuries; then watch and the gkm that ghapes it 'into a build. God." 
pray and work, while you build and ing_„ ' The body and the soul are not in-
after you build, as if you did not have ' Because you haven't inherited wis- separable. Paul speaks of being out of 
ten days. You are not excused' for dom ig no reason for your being a the body." 
preparing yourself for anything less boob „ i<0ur SQU,S are ag imperishabie as 
than the highest and strongest posi- make the ^ the God who created them.» 
tions in the Kingdom if you are cap- , . . ,., ... . , , ,, v ... ,r grades in your classes and yet be the Since neither you nor any other able of such preparation. Your capac- . , ,, , , 
.. , . .. . wisest member. man on earth knows what may hap-ity to prepare is God s call to prepar- ,. . _ . 
at|-on "A fool is not an idiot, but is the Pen the next few minutes, it is time 
It is important that consecrated opposite of a wise man." to draw near to God and keep our 
I.en of means shall see the force of "God hath called us unto Holiness. ant 111 ls" 
this message and not let schools like and he that rejecteth the call hath The man who has not his hand 
Taylor Univeisity, that stand for the rejected God. I Thessalonians, chap- 'n that of his Maker and who is not 
highest in religion and the highest ter one shows us that Paul is speak- afraid, that man is a fool." 
in education, suffer for want of equip- ing to those who are already Chris- "If a man is not born again 
merit and endowment while men of tians." would have been better had he ne"As 
the world, "wiser in their generation "There are two pulls; one upward, been born." .-The 
/e kept 
PAGE FOUR TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
GOD'S CARE FOR HIS WORD There they lay with irons upon their vert picked it up as a relic he would 
limbs. When her husband was thrown keep in memory of the dear teacher 
Down in South Africa there was a jnto prjSOn, one of the first acts of whom he feared he would never see 
young Britisher who was very keen jy[rs_ juds0n was to bury the manu- again. Little did he imagine what 
on languages. When he went as a script 0f the New Testament undei the mean looking cotton roll con-
missionary they told him he was tpe house in the soil, lest it should tained. Months afterward, when the 
throwing his life away to bury him- he found and destroyed by their per- troubles were over the Judsons were 
self in a black belt, and that he was seCutors. When Mr. Judson was per- free again for their loved' work, the 
a fool. But the call had gotten him, mitted to receive a visit from his New Testament was found no worse 
and he could never rest until he an- brave wife, and they could speak to- for the perils through which it had 
swered it, and he went. He found the gether a little, naturally one of the passed. In due time it was all printed 
dialects rich indeed, but none had earliest inquiries related to the safe- and today the men and women of 
ever been reduced to writing; so he jy 0f the work which had cost him Burmah read in it "the wonderful 
decided to reduce the language to s0 much time and toil. The rain had works of God".— Selected. 
writing, to give the natives the four set inj and the manuscript would be — 
Gospels in their own tongue, and destroyed if it remained long in the CROSSING THE JORDAN 
later perhaps the Acts.! He did it, ground. A plan for the preservation ' 
and his manuscript was completed 0f the priceless treasure was soon de- Long jears I stood on Jordan's strand 
ln 1917' vised. Mrs. Judson sewed it up in ith weary, longing eyes, 
He took the boat for England, but some cotton stuff, thus making a pil- Toward Canaan's fair and happy land, 
when he came through the Mediter- low for her husband, so unsightly and The soul's blest paradise, 
ranean a U-boat met him. His manu- so hard, that she supposed no one 
script was rolled in a sack, enclosed would care to take it from him. Aj- iagt j crossed the swollen stream, 
in rubber, and put into a box. A After about seven months had And found the promised' rest, 
letter giving the key to the words passed, the prisoners were suddenly And now old Jordan rolls between 
as he had used them for the transla- thrust again into the inner prison jy[e and the wilderness, 
tion was there, and a statement re- and loaded with extra fetters. The 
garding the experiences that had few poor mattresses and pillows, jyjy heart with peace and joy o'erflows 
come to him. W hen the U-boat tor- which had scarcely seemed' to ease Since first I crossed the tide 
pedoed that liner not a living soul their aching bones, were taken from And sweeter every moment grows, 
was saved, and the manuscript went them, and among these the rough pke ionger j abide 
down too. But after some weeks there bundle on which Dr. Judson was 
drifted ashore in a lonely part of wont to lay his head. The first night r find, : h fields of living- green 
Tunis, among other things, bits of of this new misery, the prisoners ex- And fruitg like emeralds bright; 
boats and dreadful wreckage, a box. pecied speedy execution, and Dr. Jud- 01d Jordan ro]ls beHnd unseen; 
It was picked up. It looked interest- son's thoughts dwelt a good deal on Pve left jt out of sjght 
ing. It was opened. The letter telling the contents of the strange pillow he 
the story ot it was shown to an Am- had lost. He thought of passages in O'er all these wide, extended plains 
erican consul, who passed it on to a the New Testament which might be Shines one delightful day-
British clergyman; and in * London , , , , TT U n J LU C- T O • , , . ' _ more perfectly translated. He Here Hod, the Son and Spirit reigns, last month the last page of that , - A , , , , , . wondered what the future ot the And scatters night away, manuscript was completed, and the . , , , T ,Tr , , . , , . . , , . ' . _ manuscript would be. Would Mrs. printed book goes back in the hands r,. ~ ... 
of an Oxford student to the tribe in Judson ever see U a^ain? Would jt R^61S °f 0l1 h^e °C?a"S r°1]' 
Africa. —Miss Slattery. in future years be found and be a SraPes of Eschol grow; 
source of light and blessing to the be- corn of Canaan feeds the soul 
THE ROMANCE OF nighted heathen of Burmah? The And milk and honey flow-
BIBLE TRANSLATION iailor> h°wever, to whose share the , , 
pillow fell, found it so uncomfortable, rm w "e:lore> 
, , , , There s no dark river here; 
Dr. Judson, one of the earliest and apparently worthless that he The heavenly bound'ries touch our 
missionaries to Burmah, completed flung it back into the prison. Tastes shore 
the translation of the New Testament differed, and if the prisoner liked Jerusalem's so near 
in 1823. The manuscript was destined that sort of thing to rest his head 
within a year to enter a strange upon he might have it for all the Some day, how soon I do not know, 
history. The Ju.dsons went to Ava, jailer cared. Presently came a day pp j0jn earth's broken ties, 
the capital of the empire, very hope- wben the prisoners were stripped of Exchange the Canaan life below 
ful of doing effective missionary nearly all thejr clothes> twQ. For Canaan jn t[,e skjes 
work there. War, however, broke out and_two» and driven bare-footed -Rev. D. H. Kenney, 
between England and Burmah, and , , . « . XT A T . over sharp gravel and burning sand secretary N. A . L. r. all foreigners were soon regarded , . _ QCAQ Ixr i , c. r»i •> i ! . • ..u , . . ^ T o icoj to a wretched prison some miles a- Walnut St., Philadelphia, with great suspicion. On June 8, 18-24, AIrL 1 . , . . 0_ inoo 
T , u j •, way. When, on that occasion, the April 27, 1922. Dr. Judson was apprehended, and ' 
with cruel violence and gross in- fierce Burmans were seizing all the Prayer ig nQt eloquence) but 
dignity was cast into the death-pris- SP011 they could, the mat was un- « , , 
on. In a few days, through a money fastened by one of them from Dr. ,ess' not the definition of 
ayment, he and other prisoners were Judson's pillow, and as the hard stuff e 11 essness, but the feeling of it, 
moved from the awful place to an within seemed to be of no value it n°f figures of speech, but compunc-
shed within the prison bounds, was thrown.. .away. A Christian con- tion of soul.—Hannah More 
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Tzechow, West China, 
August 27th, 1922. 
Dean B. W. Ayres, 
Taylor University. 
Dear Prof. Ayres: 
I have appreciated very much the 
copies of the "Echo" that have 
reached me within the last few 
months. I do not hear from Taylor by 
letter very frequently any more, so 
the "Echo" is indeed a welcome vis­
itor. None but those who have lived 
in her atmosphere can appreciate 
the value of such a school and even 
they cannot estimate its worth. God 
has heard prayer in her behalf so 
many times in the past and I feel sure 
He will at this time, and will bring in 
the friends and the financial help that 
she needs. I do not know who has 
been sending the "Echo" to me but I 
wish I did that I might extend them 
my word of appreciation. 
1 am enclosing a copy of a letter 
that I mailed at the close of school 
to those interested in our school 
here. It will give you a general idea 
of the work in which I have been en­
gaged since my return to the field. 
While there has been much satis­
faction in the work of the past year, 
there has also been much heartache. 
It was very hard for me to leave 
home this time as I greatly feared I 
would never see my mother on earth 
again. My fears have been all too 
sadly realized. Word reached me just 
a few weeks ago of the home- going 
of my mother on the nineteenth of 
June. This was all included in the 
consecration for the mission field, 
though we could' not realize at the 
time all it meant. 
I am enclosing check for twenty-
five dollars which I trust may reach 
you safely. I wish it were more but 
perhaps this will help just a little bit. 
Dear Friends: 
Another school year has come to 
a close and the students one by one 
and in groups varying in number 
from two to nine have wended their 
way homeward. When eighty voices 
are silenced and the tread of eighty 
pairs of feet stopped, how silent a 
building can become. In the midst of 
the quietness, I want to reflect with 
you awhile on the work of the past 
year in this institution in which you 
have invested your money and in-
erest and prayers. 
Caldwell School for Girls in 
Trechow West China, has just com­
pleted its fourth year of service. Two 
missionaries have already come and 
gone as school principals and a third 
is now entering into the life of the 
school. Furloughs will fall due and 
changes must come, but the work of 
the school hps gone steadily forward. 
W e have been without a doctor 
through another year, and pait of 
the time without a nurse, and while 
there have leen anxious moments in 
times of illness, yet God has spared 
our big family so that not one has 
gone from us during the year. One 
little gill grew weary and had to go 
to her home a few weeks ago where 
her life is wasting away from tuber­
culosis—that most common of diseases 
in China. We pause to thank God 
that a doctor for Tzechow is already 
in West China and will be in our 
midst in the autumn-time. 
Mr. Manly of the General Board 
came to us a few weeks ago as a 
builder, and as we have watched the 
hospital compound erected and the 
doctor's residence well begun, we 
have thought often of the words of 
one of England's great preachers. He 
said, "When I left college and went 
to my first charge, I took, as became 
a probationer, a lordly and spacious 
suite of rooms at the village wheel­
wright's. My window looked into his 
yard. I could see him at his work 
and I used to envy him. He could 
make a cart wheel, he could promise 
it for day after tomorrow. And I,—I 
could not say with all of my preach­
ing and praying when these rough 
farm lad's or that poor village toper 
would be fashioned unto God's high 
uses." While we cannot tell the time 
when our goals will be reached or 
our aims realized, yet there have been 
many things during the year that 
have made us realize that God is 
working for us and that our work is 
going forward. 
With regular habits of study and 
of eating and sleeping, with an ab­
undance of good country air and 
simple wholesome food, our girls left 
us better physically than they came 
to us. One could not work with them 
through the months and see their 
earnest studious habits without feel­
ing sure that they were gaining in 
knowledge. It was a great satisfact­
ion last week when we handed dip­
lomas to fourteen girls as they stood 
in a row on their graduation day, to 
knew that practically every one of 
them had done her best and that 
loads would be lifted' and dark cor­
ners lighted because these girls had 
faithfully used the opportunities that 
had come to them. Then we looked at 
the company of those who will return 
to us in the fall and thought of the 
years that are to be. Five girls left 
the school as graduates this year. 
Indeed) we feel that we have a right 
to claim seventeen graduates this 
year as three members of the grad­
uating class left us just a few months 
before school closed and went to 
Chungking. They were to enter the 
nuises' training course there in June 
and as Chungking is a six days' jour­
ney from Tzechow, they went down 
when a suitable opportunity pre­
sented itself. They finished' their 
school work there and have already 
begun their nui se traininng. Yes, there 
has been progress, physically and in­
tellectually for which we truly thank 
God, but our greatest cause for re­
joicing is because of the unmistak­
able growth spiritually. Our greatest 
step forward was at Easter time. On 
Easter morning, we were awakened 
at 4 o'clock by the strains of "Hall­
elujah, Christ Arose", as the school 
girls marched up and down the com­
pound with lighted candles and sang 
Easter hymns. At 10 o'clock, all of 
the Sunday Schools of the city 
gathered seven hundred' strong in our 
amphitheatre under the orange trees 
on the grounds where the hospital is 
to be erected. The day was ideal. The 
sun was hot, but a gentle breeze kept 
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the atmosphere in motion and wafted swered and your highest hopes for thousands needed that we take new 
the breath of orange blossoms every- them realized. courage an eg you o pi ay with 
where. In the quiet of the evening Yours in His service, us that our faith fail not at this 
time, we gathered in our litle school Ethel Householder critical time and that every need be 
chapel with Miss Grace Jung, the Principal of the Caldwell supplied, and every precious soul 
first licensed woman preacher in School for Girls. mind God at once. 
West China, for the beginning of a Our missionaries, and native work­
week of special meetings. The risen GENERAL MISSIONARY BOARD ers expect to die poor in worldly 
Christ was in our midst as He was INTERNATIONAL HOLINESS good's, but rich in faith. They have 
with the disciples on that First Easter CHURCH put all on the altar for God and 
night and He lingered with us during jost souls. Oh, the joy of being poor 
the week and showed us the "effect- Kingswood, Ky. with Jesus to make souls rich! 
ual working of His power. Dear Faithful Fiiends: Are you heart and soul with us in 
How these little lives grew in the Whiie in prayer this morning a this struggle for the lost? 
warm sunshine of His conscious pres- deep conviction swept over me to All for Jesus, 
ence! It was a week of heart search- write you at once. From time to time r. G. Finch 
ing and of sin-confessing. Little acts we have tried to let you know how 
of disobedience or deceit or Sabbath wonderfully God has swept souls in- fflS ANSWER 
to the Kingdom on the foreign field, 
breaking that had before seemed Jn face Qf the fact that many re_ ^ 
minute, now took on giant propor- lig-ious bodies are withdrawing "Lord, give me light! The answer 
tions and had to be confessed and missionaries, besides running fear- to my cry 
forgiven. Before the end of the week, fully in d'ebt, we continue enlarging Was deeper darkness as the days 
. , . ,1 i i UnA our borders and are planning to send crept by. every girl in the school had openly # # . £ • . «Tnrfi p.ivp jov'" Instead a wearv more missionaries. On the field is i^orci, give me joy. insteaa a weary 
recognized Christ as a personal Sav- heard thg g&w and hammer in busy> pain 
iour. A few of the girls seemed consecrated hands, putting up hum- Stole in where I had thought the 
scarcely to realize the importance of ble churches to house the established joy would reign, 
the step they were taking, but in the saints and to feed the lambs being "Give purity; Make clean my heart 
main, one could not but feel that constantly born in these poor, but within." 
, . „ healthy flocks. Alas! What unsuspected depths of 
these little lives were being vitally . 
. . J Don t think for a moment that the sini 
linked up wit t e iving ris . enemy is letting us have easy sailing "Lower, Lord, I would do exploits in 
was a tremendous step for some of a£ or £ha^ money is rolling in Thy name." 
the girls, especially those who come without sacrifice, fasting and prayer. Yet "weaker than of old," I owned 
from heathen homes where idolatry Howerver, God is teaching us more of with shame. 
is still practiced. The teachers were w|p concerning our faith in Him "Give liberty! Soul freedom let me 
wonde:fully blessed and strengthened an(j confirming what we have long gain." 
as they helped their pupils into a -pg]^ was his plan for His children. Till now I had not known how 
closer friendship with the Lord Jesus rn giye yQU Qne instance> then strong the chain. 
The two laay teachers are each just lgave yQu jn Hjg handg tQ ug _n "Patience, my God'; send patience to 
twenty years of age, but they know thjs FAITH campaign. For we my aid." 
something of the joy of soul-winmng. have beHeved «nothing impossible to Then came a one word telegram, 
The special meetings closed with bim that beliveth," and that God's "DELAYED." 
the week but the presence of the pian jg t0 trust Him fully for every "For hope I plead." Fair hope ap-
Lord continued to abide. From that neecb have agitated "bringing the Peared in view, 
time forward until the close of the tithe and offerings into the store- But ere I could embrace her, she 
school, our girls assembled every house" and proving God's word. Up- withdrew. 
morning at 6:30 in little groups for on Ending our missionary funds a "Faith give me, Lord; Give Faith to 
fifteen minutes of listening to God few thousand dollars short, we be- be mine own." 
speak through His word. A wondei- canle so burdened that the agony was "My child, faith never travels a-
ful atmosphere pervaded the school awfuL Knowing that faithful mission- tone." 
as almost every girl earnestly tried ai;es an(j natjve workers were look- "Lord, give me love; let me with love 
to do her part in making our school jng our way for their support, we be blessed'." 
the best that a school can be. It has became desperate and in a recent "My child, take ME if you would 
been such a joy to work with the camP; while in prayer, God said, "Ask have the best." 
teachers and to meet with them eveiy jor jgRooo." Knowing that this camp "Lord, give me Thyself; grant me 
evening and lay before our Father gave but mtle oyer $10Q lagt year> this last request." 
the work and the happenings of the tbjs i00ked impossible, but God had Be quickly came and with Him 
day for His blessing or forgiveness spoken, so we prevailed for the 51,000 ALL THE REST. 
and to seek His help through another at ieast> ana- when the offering was Lucy Bennett. 
daT- counted it was over $1,300. In prayer From Alliance Weekly 
And now the term is over and the we asked Father to give the $1,000 if — 
girls are scattered far and wide over the straight faith plan is His best Some people are quite justified in 
this big district. We pray that God way, and He confirmed it. Glory to thinking there is no such thing as a 
may keep them in His care and favor God! secret. They spill everything" they 
and that your prayers may be an- This is such a lift toward the know. 
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LOCALS 
Mrs. Edmunds of Appleton, Wis­
consin was the guest of her daughter 
Miss Arline Edmunds for a few days 
last week. 
Miss Wilma Love spent Saturday 
and Sunday at her home at Sidney, 
Ohio. 
Mrs. E. L. Eaton left Wednesday 
for Chicago where she will help Mr. 
Eaton in evangelistic work for a 
week. 
The marriage of Miss Tirzah Moss 
and Mr. Edward Hultz took place on 
Thursday last. 
Miss Aline Edmunds and her 
mother were in Cleveland for the 
week end. 
Mr.. Totman left Wednesday for 
Wisconsin where he will make his 
future home. 
Miss Lacke and Miss Vernon were 
in Marion Saturday and Sunday.. 
On Sunday afternoon an aeroplane 
landed in a field west of the campus. 
It remained over until Tuesday an.d 
several of the students took rides in 
it. 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis H Fletcher 
spent the past week-end near Red 
Key, Ind. On Sunday they had charge 
of the services and preached at the 
Mt. Gilead Christian Church. 
Miss Mildred Cady of Ludington, 
Michigan visited at the home of Pi of. 
and' Mrs. Blodgett over the week 
end. 
Mr. and Mrs. Polhemus an.d Mon-
zelle Moore of Daleville visited Miss 
Pharafa Polhemus, Sunday. 
Raymond Jones of Frankton vis­
ited at his home last week. 
Mr. Joseph Johnson and Miss Tres-
sie Johnson spent the week end at 
their home at Summitville. 
Announcements have been received 
of the marriage of Miss Edna Mac 
Cox to the Rev. Chauncey W. Ellison 
which took place at Elmira, N. Y., 
September 26th. 
Rev. and Mrs. Ellison were stu­
dents here last year. Their many 
friends join in wishing them much 
happiness. 
Mr. and Mrs. Swain, Mrs. Hazel 
Durfee and Miss Sadie Miller spent 
the day in Marion Saturday. 
Prof. Barton R. Pogue visited Rev. 
Frank Long at Farmland Saturday 
and preached at the M. E. Church at 
Tipton Sunday. 
Rev. Slater, an evangelist who is 
holding meetings in the Weslyan 
Church in Marion, led chapel Monday 
at the college. 
Paul Bilheimer, a student at Wes­
lyan Marion College, Prof, and Mrs. 
Mack and Miss Leal Crozier, teachers 
visited at Taylor, Monday. 
Dr. and Mrs. Wray, Miss Bothwell, 
Miss Draper, and Miss Corey Steph­
ens were entertained at dinner at the 
home of Dr. and Mrs. John Paul Fri­
day evening. 
Misses Ruth Draper, Ora Taylor, 
and Mildred Radaker were enter­
tained at dinner Sunday at the home 
of Miss Mearl Himelick. 
Rev. and Mrs. Orville French who 
have been visiting Mrs. French's 
mother, Mrs. Kenrick left Monday 
for a visit at the home of Rev. 
French's parents at Kimmell. 
DYING WORDS OF SINNERS 
FIVE WAYS TO KILL 
A SCHOOL PUBLICATION 
1. Dont buy a paper, borrow your 
neighbor's. 
Be a sponge! 
2. Never hand in articles, but 
criticise everything in the paper: 
Be a knocker!! 
3.1f you are a member of the staff, 
be sure to waste your time at the 
movies and have a good time instead 
of attending to business: 
Be a shirk!!! 
4. Tell your neighbor he can get 
more news for less money: 
Be a squeeze!!!! 
5. If you can't hustle and make the 
paper a success— 
Be a corpse!!!!! 
Somerset High. 
"All my possessions for a moment 
of time."—Queen Elizabeth. 
"I am suffeiing the pangs of the 
damned."—T. Perigord. 
"I am taking a fearful leap into the 
dark."—Hobbes, infidel. 
"O my poor soul, whither wilt thou 
go?"—Cardinal Mazarin. 
"Give me laudanum that I may not 
think about eternity."—MJrabeau' 
"I am abandoned by God and man, 
I shall go to hell. O Christ! O Jesus 
Christ!"—Voltaire, infidel. 
"What blood, what murders, what 
evil counsels have I followed! I am 
lost! I see it well!"—Charles IX, 
King of France. 
"I would give worlds, if I had them, 
if the 'Age of Reason' had never 
been published. O Lord, help me! 
Stay with me; it is hell to be left 
alone"—Tom Paine. 
THREE LESSONS 
The: e are three lesson I would write,. 
Three words as with a burning pen, 
In tracings of eternal light, 
Upon the hearts of men. 
Have hope. Though clouds environ 
now, 
And gladness hides her face in scorn, 
Put thou the shadow from thy brow— 
No night but hath its morn. 
Have Faith. Where're thy bark is 
driven—-
The calm's disport, the tempest's 
mirth— 
Know this: God rules the host of 
heaven, 
The inhabitants of earth. 
Have love. Not love alone for one, 
But man as man thy brother call; 
And scatter like the circling sun 
Thy charities on all. 
Thus grave these lessons on thy soul— 
Faith, Hope, and Love—and thou 
shalt find 
Strength when life's surges rudest 
roll, 
Light when thou else wert blind. 
—Johann Christopher Friedrich 
von Schiller. 
DYING WORDS CF SAINTS 
"I would not change my spiritual 
joy for the Empire of this sinking 
world."—Sir Philip Sidney. 
"Satan is vanquished. Nothing now 
remains but our great salvation, with 
eternal glory!"— T. Scott. 
"Christ in the love of His heart, 
and Christ in the power of His arms 
is the Rock on which I rest."—Rev. 
J. Rees. 
"I am sweeping through the gates, 
washed in the Blcod of the Lamb."—• 
Alfred Cookman. 
"The great conflict is over; all is 
done. To live is Christ, and to die is 
great gain." —J. Hervey 
"The celestial city rises full in sight 
—my sun goes down forever in this 
world without a single cloud."—Top-
lady, writer of "Rock of Ages." 
"God is all love, He is nothing but 
Love, O help me to praise Him! O 
help me to praise Him! I shall praise 
Him forever and ever!"—Robert Wil­
kinson. 
"I know I am dying, but my death­
bed is a bed of roses Heaven is 
already begun. Everlasting life is 
won, is won, IS WON! Thou, my 
Christ, are present; I know, I feel 
that Thou art here. Precious Jesus! 
Glory, glory be to our God!"—Rev. 
John Parsons. 
There is plenty of wisdom in this 
world, but too much of it gets into 
the heads of d. f. s. 
This country is full of brains. You 
can find a few of them in congress. 
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CHRONICLES STORY OF A JAPANESE GIRL NEWS OF ALUMNI AND 
FORMER STUDENTS 
October 5—Study seems to be a In her lesson one .day a young Japt-
subject that almost everybody takes, nese girl found the word "Creator", John O. Mabuce wiites. I am in 
October 6 First Thalo Program, but did not know its meaning. Turn- school at Mc Kendree College at Leb-
accompanied by rain. Rah! Thalosi' in£ to the dictionary, she read, anon, Illinois and have a student 
7 jn^nr • • . "Creator, one who creates; a name charge in Missouri. My heart and 
be^tgu7e7^„ka" RecepHon to ^en to God, who made all things." prayers are with you at Taylor," 
the new girls a success. Professor A startling thought to her, for she Merrill Smith is principal of the 
Pogue gives an interesting lecture had never heard of such a God; and high school at Berlin, N. Dak. 
on James Whitcomb Riley. it filled her mind by night and by Ruth Reynolds is attending a Busi-
October 8 "Louise isn't it about day' She looked at the stars and said', ness College at Detroit, Mich. 
time we were starting to church?" "God must have made all these stars." Nellie V. Hall is doing stenographic 
October 9 Some ioin Mninkas' Th<3 SU" a"d 6Ve" th® tre®S suggested work and attending night school in 
s™, %LZzjr ,h' "c»d—th™'" 
October 10—Reception given by the W6nt t0 „th® ^pl® a"d,looked Rev. and Mrs. Paul Brodt have re-
Methodist church of Upland. Oh, you . , Buddha' and ® cently moved to a new charge at 
chapgi "to herself, "It was not you, Buddha, Salem> 0hiO( near Marietta. 
' for I never heard that you made any- „ , , „ _ 
October 11—Sam, the Methodist, thing." Mlss Krouser' a graduate of Tay-
speaks to the boys in chapel. Pro- i u 'or' 0 's ieacbing in Marion Col-
fessor Cleaveland's recital assisted by e" S ® W *° °^y° , lege, was a visitor here Monday. 
„  ,  T  . . .  w o m a n  i n  t h e  s a m e  h o u s e  h a i d  t o  h e r ,  T  _  ,  .  Professor Lamale, was enjoyed by „Xasshee> j am going to a meeting. Mary L. French 22, sends best 
aH. come w.t,h me „ wishes to her old friends at T. U. 
October 12— "Echo" .drive, every- „„ She is teaching in Williamstown, New 
one subscribes for the "Echo". What meet,"g? York. 
October 13—Philo Literary Society ^ meeting to hear about God. j g [£err js preaching at Troy, 
accompanied by success. Gk' no, said Tasshee. I do not Indiana. 
October 14—Mrs. Faulder gives a w'ant any of y°ur god' 1 havf a Gad Miss Nettie Slagg is teaching school 
party in Swallow-Robbin for the ? „my own> I on'y knew where He jn -\\iashburn, N. Dak. 
girls- 'S' Rev. William Moulton '20, and fam-
October 15—The revival meetings Tasshee, however, went to the meet- ily have moved to Flint, Mich. Mr. 
begin. ing. The missionary opened the Bible Moulton has a charge there. 
October 16—Philo - Thalo Drive, and read, "In the beginning God Lawrence Porter was graduated 
Rah! Philos! Rah! Thalos! Rah! Philo- created the heaven and the earth." from the University of Maine last 
Thalo! Tasshee was startled. "Why," she said, June. 
October 17—"Freshies" meet. Rah! "this is the God I am looking for," Olive Sales is taking nurses train-
Rah! Grasshoppers! and she became so agitated that she ing at the Deaconess Hospital at 
could hardly keep her seat, and so Cincinnati, Ohio. 
THINGS TO FORGET ®ager was she to Put the question, Miss Mabel Waymire is nursing in 
"Where is He?" Indianapolis. She was graduated from 
If you would increase happiness When the meeting was over, she Christ's Hospital last May. 
forget your neighbor's faults. Forget rushed to the missionary and said, Beverly Whybrew is attending 
all the slander you ever heard. For- "Tell me, where is this God that made Muncie Norman School, 
get the faultfinding and give but lit- the heaven and' earth?" Her desire Rev. Frank Wimer is preaching at 
tie thought to the cause that pro- was met by proper instruction. Albion, Pa. 
voked it. Forget the peculiarities of She came to the next meeting and Bernice Mae Carmen is attending 
your friends, and only remember the heard. "God so loved the world, that McMasters College at Toronto, Can. 
good points which make you fond of He gave His only begotten Son, that Mr- and Mrs. Basil Osborne send 
them. Forget all personal quarrels or whosoever believeth in Him should test wishes to friends at Taylor. They 
history you may have heard by acci- not perish, but have everlasting life." are living at LaMoure, N. Dak. 
dent, and' which if repeated, would Here again Tasshee was startled. A Misa Emma Tresler '21, has charge 
seem worse than they are. Blot out God of love! Her god's were gods of of the English Department in the 
as far as possible all the disagrees- hate, of revenge. This God gave His high school at Washburn, N. Dak. 
bles of life. They will come, but will Son. All the gods she had ever heard Harold Slagg is attending C. H. U. 
only grow larger when you remember of never gave anything; the people He l'k«s it very well but says, "There 
them, and the constant thought of had to give them offerings. is no place like Taylor." 
the acts of meanness—or worse still, Thus a thirsting soul received the 
malice—will tend to make you more water of life. Tasshee is now a Professor Fenstermacher These 
familiar with them. Start out with a Christian teacher, dispensing the yellow bobbed haired girls just look 
clean sheet today, and write upon it water of life to others, telling them like an egg-plant. 
only those things which are lovely of a God' who spared not His Son, Mr. Pilgrim—What color is an egg-
and loveable.—Exchange. but gave Him up for us all.—Church plant? 
at Home and Abroad. Professor—Why, yellow, of course-
The average man is made or : 
marred between the ages of five and The noise of a tongue indicates the Wise people keep a stiff upper lip 
fifteen. widsom of the brain. It conceals their false teeth. 
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"EXAMINE YOURSELVES" watchful? empty, undeserving-, giving all the 
By John Fletcher IV. Have I always the presence of glcry to Christ? Or do I wish that 
God? Does no cloud come between grace made rr.e something, instead of 
"Examine yourselves, whether ye G°d and the eye of my faith Can I God being all? 
be in the faith." 2 Cor. 13:5. "rejoice evermore, pray without ceas- XI. Have I meekness? Does it bear 
Whatever is the state of one wholly 'r'and in everything give thanks? rule over all my tempers, affections, 
renewed, must be, in a less degree, V. Am I saved from the fear of and desires; so that my hopes, fears, 
the state of all "who are born from man? Do I speak plainly to all, joy, zeal, love, and hatred are duly 
above:" and whatever is the fruit of neither fearing their frowns nor balanced? Do I feel no disturbance 
perfect holiness to walk by the same seeking their favor? Have I r.o shame from others, and do I c'esire to give 
rule must be the way to obtain the of religion; and am I always ready none? If any offend me, do I still 
same salvation. The image of God is to confess Christ, to suffer with His love them, and make it an occasion 
one, grace is the same; and to be in people, and to die for His sake? to pray for them? If condemned by 
Christ is to believe, and have the vi. Do I deny myself at all times, tbe world, do I entreat;—if cond,em-
fellowship of His Spirit. and take up my cross as the Spirit of ne<I by ' he godly, am I one in whose 
Regeneration differs only in de- God leads me? Do I embrace the cross mouth there is no reproof; replying 
•gree of strength and soundness. In 0f every sort, being willing to give onN as conscience, not as impatient 
our early justification the Divine life up my ea^e and convenience to oblige nat ure, dictates? If in the wrong, do 
is comparatively small, and' mixed others? or do I expect them to con- I confess it? If in the right, do I 
with sin; but when perfectly renewed, form to my hours, ways, and customs? submit, being content to do well, and 
we are strong, and every part pure, Does the cross sit light upon me, and suffer for it? It is the sin of supe-
holding by faith that salvation which am I willing to suffer all the will of rI°rs to overbearing; of inferiors, 
makes us one with the Son of God. God? Can I trample on pleasure and to stubborn; if, then, I am a serv-
The law given in our first state, pain? Have I ant, do I yield only to the gentle but 
and the law required by the Gospel, A soul inured to gain, to forward, committing my cause 
the covenant of works, and the cov- To hardship, grief, an.d loss; 'n silence to God? or, if master, do I 
enant of faith, are different. What- Bold to take up, firm to sustain " show long suffering?" The Lord of 
ever we see in the example of Jesus, The consecrated cross? ab was " as ke that serveth." If I 
and whatever He promises to bestow VII. Are my bodily senses, and out- am the greatest, lo I make myself 
on His followers, are unquestionable ward things all sanctified to me? Do leasL and "the servant of all " if a 
privileges of Gospel salvation. I not seek my own things to please teacher, am I lowly, meek, and patient 
Neither is the whole of this saltation, myself? Do I seek grace more for nof- conceited, self-willed or dog-
of our justification, or of our renew- God's honor than my own profit, pre- matic? Am I ready to give up the 
al after the image of God, finished, ferring the glory of God to all in claims of respect due to age, station, 
till the resurrection, when we shall earth or heaven, the Giver to the Parents, master, etc.; or do I rigidly 
"'see Him as He is," and beholding gift? exact these demands? 
Him face to face, "His name shall VIII. Am I "poor in spirit"? Do I XII. Do I possess resignation; am I 
be written on our foreheads." Nor "take pleasure in infirmities, necessi- content with whatever is, or may be; 
can we ever have so much of the like- ties, .distresses, reproaches;" so that seeing that God. the Author of all 
ness of God as to be incapable of out of weakness, want, and danger I events does, and will do, all for my 
more; but rather, the more we are may cast myself on the Lord? Have I good? Do I desire nothing but God, 
fitted to receive forever and ever. no false shame in approaching God? willing to part with all, if the Lord 
Heads of Examination Do I seek to be saved, as a poor sin- manifest His will for my doing so? 
I. Do I feel any pride; or am I ner- bY ^race alone? Do 1 know "how to abound," and yet 
partaker of the meek and lowly mind IX- Do I not "lean to my own un- not gratify unnecessary wants; but 
that was in Jesus? Am I dead to all derstanding?" Am I easy to be per- being content with things needful, do 
desire of praise? If any despise me, suaded? Do I esteem every one better 1 faithfully and freely dispose of all 
do I like them the worse for it? Or than myself? Am I as willing to be the rest for the help of others? Do 
if they love and approve me, do I a cypher as to be useful, and does 1 know how to suffer need? Is my 
love them more on that account, Am my zeal burn bright, notwithstanding confidence unshaken while I feel the 
I willing to be accounted useless, and this willingness to be nothing? distress of poverty, and have the pros-
of no consequence—glad to be of no X. Have I no false wisdom, good- |3ect ° ^tuie want, where, human-
reputation? Do humiliations give me ness, strength; as if the grace I feel ^ stian^bng were better 
.real pleasure, and is it the language were my own? Do I never take that ^ an 1 e- n^> these circum-
of my heart? glory to myself which belongs to stances> c'° I P'ty those who, having 
Make me little and unknown, Christ? Do I feel my want of Christ excess' lnsteaQ" of 
Loved and prized by God alone. as much as ever, to be my all? And VTTr . 
ILDoes God bear witness in my do I draw near to God, as poor and XHL Am I just; doing in all things 
heart that it is purified? that in all needy, only presenting before Him as 1 would others should do unto me? 
things I please Him? His well beloved Son? Can I say, Do I remember due homage to those 
III. Is the life I live "by faith of "Every moment, Lord, I need above me, not presuming on their 
the Son of God;" so that Christ The merit of thy death. lenity and condescension? As a 
dwelleth in me? Is Christ the life of I sha11 hanS upon my God, superior, do I exercise no undue au-
all my affections and designs, as my Till I thy perfect glory see, thoritv tnkino- no arivanta<rA ^ «-• 
soul is the life of my body? Is my Till the sprinkling of thy blood y a take of tlm" 
eye single, and my soul full of light— Shall speak me up to thee?" ld)ty, respect, or necessity of any 
all eye within and without; always Do I find joy in being thus nothing, (Continued on page 11) 
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT things of God are put first, where the 
Editor-in-Chief Francis H. Fletcher whole Bible is taught, and' where 
Associate Editor George Stoddard prayer is not a lost art. We believe 
Report Editor Lewis Daughenbaugh Taylor is such a place. That is the 
Literary Editor Louise Smith teason that students travel hundreds 
Local Editor Helen W ing and'some thousands of miles in order 
Chronicler and Humorous Editor Dorothea Leech receive their education at Taylor. 
Alumni Editor «, Ethel Morton The spirit of God is in our midst 
Athletic Editor Harold Eaton an(j the prospects for Taylor never 
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Business Manager Dallas Albright Gf aii who believe in the ideals of 
Advertising Manager Earl Smith our school. 
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DAY OF PRAYER 
THE REVIVAL 
Friday, October 27, will be ob­
served as a special day of prayer at 
Taylor Univetsity. Special prayer 
meetings will be held throughout the 
day. The needs of our school are 
great at this time. Our president, Dr. 
Paul, fcelieues that, "More things are 
wrought by prayer than this world 
dreams of." We know that God an­
swers prayer. On that day we would 
be glad to have all who are inter­
ested in the welfare of Taylor spend 
easier to study any subject we are some special time in prayer to that 
As this issue goes to press, Taylor pursuing if we first spend some time erMj 
is in the midst of a revival. Students in prater. It settles and clarifies the iay down as an elemental 
are praying through to victory; some mind. No one loses anything by principle of religion, that no large 
are being saved, and others are being spent ing time in prayer. "They that growth in holiness was ever gained 
sanctified. The glory of the Lord is wait upon the Lord shall renew their uv nrl„ niri not take time to he 
our strength,. God is faithful in keep- strength." ofLn anl long alone with God. Nor 
ing His promises by answering the We are living in a day when there oherwise can the great central idea 
prayers of His children. The Word is a great need for men and women of God enter into a man>g jife> ancl 
of God says, "the eifectual fervent who can pray. The world is crying dweli there supreme. - Austin Phelps, 
prayer of a righteous man availeth out for some one to extend a loving prayer moves the hand which 
much." This is being proved here in hand. Amid the turmoil and stress of moves the world. J. A. Wallace. 
our school. nations there comes the call for help „ 
Ore of the chief characteristics of to satisfy the longings of human 01 sPln ua essmgs, e our 
Taylor is the revival spirit that is hearts. We believe such help can Prayels e impoitunate, peipetua , 
fostered by her students. Go with us come only thru those who know the and PfrS6V®rin®; for temP«ral bless-
if you will, early any morning and Lord as their personal Saviour. Au- \"^S' ' em 6 *=enel a"' S10lt> con 
many times in the evening to differ- tocracy tried to bring this help but dlU°nal a"d ™dest.-Jeremy Taylor, 
ent class-rooms in the building and failed!. Democracy has helped a little P'le Prayer that begins with trust-
you will find students prevailing in but still we hear the cry for help; fu'ness> and passes on into waiting, 
prayer. Besides this, many wait upon education is, to some degree, meeting even while in sorrow and sore need, 
the Lord in their own rooms until the need but still we do not have always end in thankfulness and 
they are filled with His Spirit. Then peace an.d contentment. But there is Uiumph and praise.—Alexander Mac-
you will have the secret of our Tay- only one solution to these problems laren-
lor spirit. Then you will not wonder and that is to make Christ king of Expect an answer. If no answer is 
that souls find the Lord in the sal- every life. . desired, why pray? True prayer has 
vation of their souls in our weekly The church is also in need of true in it a strong element of expectancy, 
prayer meetings and occasionally in Christians, who know how to get in —R. M Offord. 
the class-rooms. touch with God. The church is The reason why we obtain no more 
Some may wonder if too much getting tued of the hypocricy of its in prayer, is because we expect no 
stress is placed upon the religious members; of the mere intellectualism, more. God usually answers us ac-
side of our education to the neglect of its preachers. She is hungry and cording to our own hearts.—Richard 
of the educational. It is much wants the truth. This can ccffne onlyAlleine. 
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EXAMINE YOURSELVES 
(Continued from page 9) 
man? Do I consider the great ob­
ligation superiority lays me under, 
of being lowly and kind, and of 
setting a good example? 
XIV. Am I temperate, using the 
world, and not abusing it? Do I re­
ceive outward things in the order of 
God, making earth a scale to heaven? 
Is the satisfaction I take in the crea­
tion consistent with my being dead 
to all below and a means of leading 
me more to God? Is the turn of my 
mind and temper in .due subjection, 
not leading me to any extreme, either 
of too much silence, or of too much 
talkativeness, of reserve, or freedom? 
XV. Am I courteous, not severe? 
Suiting myself to all with sweetness? 
Striving to give no one pain, but to 
gain and win all for their good? 
XVI. Am I vigilant; redeeming 
time, taking every opportunity of do­
ing good; or .do I spare myself, being 
careless about the souls and bodies 
to which I might do good? Can I do 
more than I do? Do I perform the 
most servile offices, such as require 
labor and humiliation, with cheer­
fulness? Is my conversation always 
seasoned with salt, at every time ad­
ministering some kind of favor to 
those I am with? 
XVII. Do I "love God with all my 
heart"? Do I constantly present my­
self, my time, substance, talents, and 
all that I have, a living sacrifice? Is 
every thought brought into subjection 
to Christ? Do I like, or dislike, only 
such things as are pleasing or dis­
pleasing to God? 
XVIII. Do I love God with all my 
strength, and are my spiritual facul­
ties always vigoreus? Do I give way 
to no sinful languor? Am I always on 
my watch? Do not business, world­
ly care, and conversation damp my 
fervor and zeal for God? 
XIX. Do I love my neighbor as my­
self; every man for Christ's sake, and 
honor all men, as the image of God? 
Do I think no evil, listen to no 
groundless surmises, nor judge from 
appearances? Can I bridle my tongue, 
never speaking of the faults of an­
other, but with a view to do good; 
and when I am obliged to do it, have 
I the testimony that I sin not? Have 
I that love which hopeth, believeth, 
and endureth all things? 
XX. How am I in my sleep? If Sa­
tan presents an evil imagination, does 
my will immediately resist or give 
way to it? 
XXI. Do I bear the infirmities of 
age or sickness, without seeking to 
repair the decays of nature with 
strong liquors; or do I make Christ 
my sole support, casting the burden 
of a feeble body into the arms of His 
mercy? 
Many consider that "perfect love 
which casteth out fear" is instant­
aneous; all grace is so; but what is 
given in a moment, is enlarged and 
established by diligence and fidelity. 
That which is instantaneous in its de­
scent, is perfective in its increase. 
This is certain—too much grace 
cannot be desired or looked for; and 
to believe and obey with all the 
power we have, is the highway to re­
ceive all we have not. There is a day 
of Pentecost for believers; a time 
when the Holy Ghost descends abund­
antly. Happy they who receive most 
of this perfect love, and of that es­
tablishing grace, which may preserve 
them from such falls and decays, as 
they were before liable to. 
Jesus, Lord, enlighten us with the 
knowledge of Thy will, and show us 
"the mark of the prize of our high 
calling." Let us die to all Thou art 
not, and let us seek Thee with our 
whole heart, till we enjoy the full­
ness of the purchased possession. 
Amen." 
YOUR MISSION 
If you cannot on the ocean 
Sail among the swiftest fleet, 
Rocking on the highest billows, 
Laughing at the storms you meet; 
You can stand among the sailors 
Anchored yet within the bay; 
You can lend a hand to help them 
As they launch their boat away. 
If you are too weak to journey 
Up the mountain steep and high, 
You can stand within the valley 
While the multitudes go by; 
You can chant in happy measure 
As they slowly pass along; 
Though they may forget the singer 
They will not forget the song. 
If you have not gold and silver 
Ever ready to command; 
If you cannot toward the needy, 
Reach an ever open hand; 
You can visit the afflicted, 
O'er the erring you can weep; 
You can be a true disciple 
Sitting at the Saviour's feet. 
If you cannot in the harvest 
Garner up the richest sheaves, 
Many a grain both ripe and golden 
Will the careless reapers leave; 
Go and glean among the briers 
Growing rank against the wall, 
For it may be that their shadow 
Hides the heaviest wheat of all. 
If you cannot in the conflict 
Prove yourself a soldier true, 
If where fire and smoke are thickest 
There's no work for you to do; 
When the battle field is silent 
You can go with careful tread; 
You can bear away the wounded, 
You can cover up the dead. 
If you cannot be the watchman, 
Standing high on Zion's wall, 
Pointing out the path to heaven, 
Offering life and peace to all; 
With your prayers and with your 
bounties 
You can .do what Heaven demands, 
You can be like faithful Aaron, 
Holding up the prophet's hands. 
Do not, then, stand idly waiting 
For some greater work to do; 
Fortune is a lazy goddess— 
She will never come to you. 
Go and toil in any vineyard, 
Do not fear to do or dare; 
If you want a field of labor 
You can find it anywhere. 
•—G. M. Grannis 
"Prayer is our noblest ministry. 
We can do things by prayer that we 
cannot do in any other way,. We 
have other ministries' to be sure. We 
have the ministry of money. It is a 
noble ministry. There is the minis­
try of words, and that is a great 
ministry. There is also the ministry 
of deeds, and that is a noble minis­
try. There is the ministry of influ­
ence. Even influence can be con­
secrated to God, and should be. In 
all of these things we are laying 
hold upon the human element in 
bringing things to pass, but in prayer 
we are laying hold of God Himself 
and bringing things to pass by the 
power of the Almighty. May God 
give us some conception of the nobil­
ity of prayer!—James I. Vance. 
"We really never know what we 
can do, till we try." There are resour­
ces in all of us which perhaps never 
come to light at all, except it be un­
der the stress of an emergency. Pro­
bably hundreds of people die every 
year, protesting with their last breath 
that they "can't" do things which they 
could do perfectly well, and which 
their world needed to have done. 
Accenting one's limitations is a bad 
habit. "I can't closes the door of hope, 
because if you come to believe you 
can't do a thing, naturally, you don't 
try."—Sel. 
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POLAND A LAND OF IDEALS 
Darwin "Whitenack 
On mentioning Poland one im­
mediately thinks of a small, insignifi­
cant country in the heart of Europe. 
Although it is small and completely 
shut in from the sea by three sur­
rounding powerful countries, Russia, 
Austria, and Germany it is by no 
means entirely obscure and' unimport­
ant. 
Studying the history of Poland, we 
find that she has been persecuted for 
a century and a half as almost no 
other country has. In spite of her 
many difficulties and most intense 
pei secutions, she still lives and we 
are forced" to recognize her as a na­
tion whose national and idealistic 
spirit is as enduring as the universe 
itself. 
The people of Poland were a part 
of a race of people known as the 
Slavs, who lived in the interior of 
Europe. The Poles became a distinct 
class of people about the time we 
hear of the Franks, Goths, Vandals, 
Anglo-Saxons and others. But they 
remained more or less obscure as did 
many of the other Slavic tribes, until 
the last half of the eighteenth 
century at which time they had 
gained some prominence, but were 
still very weak as a nation. 
About 1772 when the first partition 
of her land was made, Poland was 
in no way capable of defending her­
self from her greedy neighbors. At 
this time she was, with the exception 
of Russia, the largest kingdom in 
Europe. Her population was mixed 
and very thinly scattered. Her sys­
tem of government was very de­
fective. She was not a strong mon­
archy as were her neighbors. The 
nobility, the elective kingship, and 
the liberum veto tied the hands of 
the king in a way that he was noth­
ing but a figure-head. Besides she 
had a mixture of religions which 
created dissensions and endless dif­
ficulties. 
The three surrounding countries, 
Russia, Prussia, and Austria, seeing 
the weakness of Poland were not 
slow in taking advantage of her and 
in 1772 the first partition was made 
and each of these countries took a 
slice. During the twenty years follow­
ing this first division of Poland there 
was an extraordinary revival in ed­
ucation, art, and literature. At the 
same time she abandoned her old 
constitution for a new one which did 
away with many of the weaknesses 
of her government. But again her 
selfish neighbor, Russia, intervened 
and Poland lost nearly all that she 
had gained in the new "constitution. 
Unable now to defend herself she was 
again divided, in 1793, between 
Russia and Prussia. 
At this juncture the Poles found a 
natural leader in the brave Kosci­
usko who had fought under Wash­
ington for American liberty. With 
the utmost care and secrecy he or­
ganized an insurrection and in a 
short time succeeded in driving the 
Prussian forces from Poland. There­
upon Russia stepped in and turned 
the tide against the brave Poles. 
Following this defeat Poland was a-
gain, and for the last time divided 
among Russia Prussia and Austria. 
Graphically Poland was no more. 
She now had no home which she 
could call her own. But she never 
gave up the hope of resurrection. She 
lived on as she has lived' to the pres­
ent time, always struggling to pre­
serve her national spirit, clinging to 
it, and always resisting t'Le efforts of 
Russia and Germany to absorb or 
crush her patriotic spirit. After 1795 
what remained of the Polish army 
joined the banners of Napoleon, for 
whom they poured out their blood in 
streams, with the hope that he would 
restore their country. But they were 
only deceived, for Napoleon did 
nothing more than create the Duchy 
of Warsaw, over which he ruled. Hav­
ing been swept by war for nine 
years, Poland was further divided 
and Russian Poland or that part of 
Poland which had fallen to Russia 
was made into the Kingdom of 
Poland. 
Poland's future now began to look 
hopeful. During the partition period, 
the sweeping reforms for liberty and 
equality had given such a stimulus to 
Polish civil life that a people with 
wholly new ideals had grown up. 
Idealists, soldiers, politicians, and 
scientists, who were well educated, 
conscious of their nationality, stub­
born and resolute in their national 
traditions, had become prominent in 
great numbers. This movement had 
gathered force and now formed a 
solid material and spiritual basis for 
the national movement during the 
Down-Town Headquarters 
for the Students 
GOLDEN EAGLE 
The place to buy your 
Suit - Overcoat - Hat 
and Shoes 
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bitter struggle of the next century. 
A spirit of nationality, which had a-
risen partly because of the French 
Revolution and partly because of Pol­
ish partition itself, also added to 
Poland's hope for the future. By e-
mancipating all the Polish peasants, 
Kosciusko had equalized the entire Pol­
ish people, united them in a common 
cause and greatly bettered civil con­
ditions. The privilege of retaining her 
army was also granted to her. Be­
sides the friendly attitude of Alex­
ander I, Tasr of Russia, pointed to­
wards a better furture for the Poles. 
Unwise appointment of brutal 
Russian officials to Polish offices, 
however, brought all her hopes to 
an en.d and soon she found herself 
surrounded by bitter persecution. 
Men were arrested on every hand 
and prisons were filled. The members 
of student societies, which had been 
organized to promote the moral an.d 
philanthropic ideals of ardent and 
generous youths, and which were 
(Continued on page 16) 
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"Does any Christian believe that in­
telligence is necessarily antagonistic 
to Christianity. Certainly not; on the 
contrary, real intelligence will in­
crease reverence for God and for His 
Word. It is sham intelligence that 
leads men away from God; it is 
sham intelligence that deludes stu­
dents and denudes them of the spirit­
ual element in life. No other sham in­
telligence has been so powerful for 
evil as the doctrine that man, in­
stead of a being made in the image 
of God, as the Bible declares, is de­
scendant of the ape family. And yet 
a multitude of highly paid teachers—-
teachers paid by public taxation— 
are so wedded to this unsupported 
and ridiculous hypothesis that they 
encourage students to accept it and 
are indignant when the other side is 
presented. 
"If the right of these professors to 
destroy the faith of the children en­
trusted to them is questioned they in­
voke freedom of speech, as if free­
dom of speech included the right to 
demand pay from those who believe 
the doctrine taught to be dangerous. 
Society takes upon itself the duty of 
preventing communication of dis­
eases dangerous to the body. By what 
right can the professor claim pay 
for the communication of a disease 
dangerous to moral health?"— W. J. 
Bryan. 
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THALONIAN SOCIETY 
The Thalonian Literary Society 
opened their year with a very in­
structive and entertaining program 
at Shreiner Auditorium Friday even­
ing, October 6th. The platform was 
attractively .decorated with autumn 
leaves and the Thalo colors, orange 
and black. A large number were out 
to witness this opening programme. 
After Mr. Eugene Filgrim, the 
chaplain, had offered prayer, the 
president, Mr. Martin Davis, delivered 
an address in which he set forth the 
virtues of the Thalcnian Society. 
Laughter echoed through the hall as 
Miss Wilodene Countryman, in a real­
istic manner, read one of James 
Whitcomb Riley's poems, "Almost Be­
yond Endurance." Mr. Percy Olson 
also entertained the audience with 
his readings, and Miss Velma Cassidy 
and Mr. Leornardo Diaz helped to 
make the meeting a success by their 
singing. Mr. Diaz's songs, in his na­
tive tongue, were especially pleasing. 
Finally the public was made aware 
of many current events through the 
pages of the "Thalonian Review" by 
"Billy" McNeil. 
The students and friends of Taylor 
left the auditorium feeling that they 
had heard a worth-while program of 
a worth-while society. 
That we may spread this senti­
ment, let us Thalos, old and new, ral­
ly round the orange and black and 
help to make this one of the best 
years our society has known. Let us 
put forth every effort that the Tha-
lonians may be noted for their loyal­
ty, their energy, their incentive and 
their talent. Best of all, may every 
one carry out the command of our 
motto, "Know Thyself." Onward. 
MNANKAS 
THE PHILALETHEAN 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
From all indications the year 1922-
23 will be one of the best in the 
history of the Philalethean Literary 
Society. We base our anticipations 
for a goad year upon the spirit of 
enthusiasm and loyalty which has 
Dr. 0. M. Flinn 
DENTIST | 
Marion, Indiana 
402 Glass Block Phone 3841 
Special Inducements to Students | 
prevailed since,' the opening of the 
school year. All members seem very 
earnest and determined to work hard 
during the present year in the inter­
est of their Society. 
The first program was given in 
Shriener auditorium on Friday 
evening, October 13th. The society 
colors of blue and white were used 
in decorating the platform and all 
decorations were appropiate for the 
first meeting of the year. The pro­
gram consisted of the following 
numbers: 
Scripture reading and prayer, 
Chaplin 
Vocal Solo, Mrs. C. H. Jennings 
Address President 
Quartette Atkinson Sisters 
Reading, Ruth Spiers 
Concerto, Rosabelle Daugherty 
Standard, Editor 
Whistling Solo, Mr. F. Maynard 
Benediction, Chaplin 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
j Upland Indiana! 
I 
i 
On Saturday evening, October 7, 
the Mnaka Debating Club gave a re­
ception to the new girls, in the Ex­
pression Room, which had been dec­
orated with orange and white, the 
club colors. 
After the invocation and some in­
troductory remarks by the vice presi­
dent, Miss Mildred Lettyle, a playette 
was given by the members of the 
club. The play revealed the ludi­
crous mistakes that are made by 
those who do not understand Parlia­
mentary Rule. The leading parts were 
taken by Miss Madeline Bien, as a 
society woman; Miss Kathryne Biere, 
as a suffragette; Miss Ruth Speirs, as 
a cranky old maid; and Miss Wil-
oder.e Countryman as an Irish girl. 
At the conclusion of this part of 
the program the girls divided them­
selves into four groups and played 
charades. Later in the evening light 
refreshments were served. 
On Saturday evening, Oct. 14, the 
club held its regular meeting in Room 
5 at which time Miss Ruth Speirs 
was elected president of the club. 
We are expecting the club to prosper 
under her direction.—Reporter. 
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SOANGETAHA DEBATING CLUB 
On Saturday evening, Oct. 7th, the 
Soangetaha Debating Club met for 
their usual weekly session. As this 
was one of the first meetings of the 
year, no definite program for the 
meeting had been planned. After a 
short business session the censor an­
nounced an extemporaneous debate, 
"Resolved, that the debating clubs 
should combine their meetings each 
week and give open programs." Miss 
Beale and Miss Lindell took the side 
of the affirmative and Miss Erbland 
and Miss Bruner, the negative. A 
short, but lively and interesting, dis­
cussion followed which spontaneous 
thinking on the part of the debaters. 
The judges rendered their votes in 
favor of the affirmative. 
The next meeting was held' the fol­
lowing Saturday evening and parlia­
mentary drill was practiced for the 
benefit of the new members of the 
club, as well as the old. 
HOLINESS LEAGUE 
The second' meeting of the Holi­
ness League was led by Mr. Eugene 
Pilgrim. "The Way of Holiness" was 
his theme. He read for the scripture 
lesson, Isaiah 35. He then told the 
purpose of the League and explained 
what is meant by Holiness or Entire 
Sanetification. There are so many 
who have never hqahd of Full Salva­
tion, how thankful we should be for 
a school where we can learn about 
the fulness of the blessing of the 
gospel of Christ. Five responded 
when the altar call was given. 
The meeting on Oct. 13th was a 
great blessing to us all. Mr. and Mrs. 
Orville French were with us and sang 
"I Am On the Gospel Highway," We 
were glad to hear them sing and give 
their testimonies again. 
Mrs. Eaton brought us the message 
from the scripture and told us some 
of her own experiences in the Chris­
tian life. She said: "I was a very 
worldly girl, but wanted to be a real 
Christian. I heard a man preach who 
said we could be saved from a desire 
to sin. That appealed to me. After I 
was converted I had many persecu­
tions and did not have victory all the 
time. One night when I went to 
church I told the minister I was dis­
couraged and ready to give up. He 
told me not to do that, but that I 
needed to be sanctified. Some one has 
said, 'Sanetification is religion made 
easy.' Before we can have complete 
an constant victory we have to die 
out to sin. 'Forasmuch then as Christ 
hath suffered for us in the flesh, arm 
yourself likewise with the same mind: 
for he that hath suffered in the flesh 
hath ceased from sin.' I Peter, 4:1. 
It is such a privilege to be wholly 
sanctified, we must be true to the 
vision we have received. 'As every 
man hath received the gift, even so 
minister the same one to another as 
good stewards of the manifold grace 
of God.' I Peter. 4:10." 
Pray for us that God may richly 
bless us and send us out filled with 
the Holy Spirit. 
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB 
The Eulogonian Debating Club met 
in open session for the first time of 
this new school year on Saturday, 
October 7th. 
The question of the evening was: 
"Resolved: That Taylor University 
should' be in a large city." It was 
discussed by extemporaneous 
speakers. Much interest and enthus­
iasm was manifested, and many good 
points cited by our new students. 
This is a good indication that the 
new students are willing and anxious 
to enter into the work of the differ­
ent student organnizationns and we 
anticipate a profitable year in the 
student activities. 
On Saturday evening, October 14th 
the question for debate was: "Re­
solved: That the Editor-in-chief of a 
college paper should receive credit 
toward his degree." 
The affirmative was upheld by 
Douglas and Davison; the negative by 
Beers and McNeil. The judges gave 
their decision in favor of the affirm­
ative; the critic gave much helpful 
criticism. 
Every student interested in public 
work should avail himself of the 
opportunity of appearing before 
audiences. 
The debating club is a kind of 
school in which one learns to think 
clearly and accurately and to express 
one's thoughts simply and forcibly. 
Power, ease, and freedom in 
speaking in public depend on this 
kind of training. 
THE STUDENT 
VOLUNTEER BAND 
The Student Volunteer Band met 
on Monday evening in Society Hall. 
Mr. Bonner, the president, had' charge 
of the service. After singing a num­
ber of songs and having prayer, Mr. 
Bonner read a scripture lesson from 
II Cor. 5, after which he gave a very 
helpful talk based on verse 14, For the 
love of Christ constraineth us." In 
showing what constitutes a call he 
emphasized the following points: 1. 
Consecration is the first essential. 
Without it God cannot use us nor 
can he direct us to our life's work. 
2. God's tug on the heart pulling us 
a certain direction is a good indica­
tion of what he would have us do. 
3. Only a moving object can be 
.directed. If we are standing still we 
are not being led. It is for us to 
move in the direc tion of the prompt­
ings of the Spirit and' trust Him to 
guide us aright. 4. If we are not 
ready to go we are not ready to stay. 
It takes the same kind of consecra­
tion and obedience in the home land 
that it takes in the foreign field'. 5. 
If we follow Him, we need have no 
fears that he will direct us to the 
wrong field of service. 6. A healthy 
body is essential to the best service, 
therefore we must care for the body. 
In this connection he also spoke of 
a missionary now in India who was 
frail in body while in the home land', 
but after obeying God's call to go to 
the missionary field was almost 
wholly relieved of her ailments. 
On Oct. 16th, the Band had only a 
half hour service on account of the 
revival meeting which began at 
seven o'clock. In this service new 
students preparing for missionary 
work were given an opportunity to 
tell their experiences. This was in­
spiring to all present. Surely God 
does not allow those to remain in the 
dark who seek his will.—Otto W. 
Michel, Reporter 
ATHLETICS 
Friday, October 6th at one o'clock, 
the Athletic Association met and 
elected the following officers for the 
school year: 
President Lewis Daughenbaugh 
Vice-Piesident _... Joe Johnson 
Secretary Ruth Speirs 
Purchasing Committee ...Ruth Speirs 
Gilbert Ayres 
Katharyn Bieri 
Base Ball Mgr Orlo Rupp 
Basket Ball Mgr. Earl Smith 
Tennis Mgr Hubert J.. Higgins 
The average man is made or 
marred between the ages of five and 
fifteen. 
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POLAND A LAND OF IDEALS of all Poland's great writers. As it 
was necessary for Jesus, the Christ of 
(Continued from page 13) ^ tQ dje for men> eyen go ft hag 
patriotic rather than revolutionary, been necessary for Poland, the Christ 
were either imprisoned, tortured or of nations, to die for nations. As 
banished to Siberia. The liberties, Christ was an example to men, so is 
formerly guaranteed to the Kingdom p0]an(j an example to nations. As 
were being rapidly trampled under- Christ's persecuters have already re-
foot. The situation of the Poles was cejved a part of their punishment 
intolerable and in November 1830 s0 have Poland's persecuters received 
they rose in arms for their treaty a par); Gf their punishment through 
rights. Although this uprising ended ;late war. As Christ rose from the 
in failure, it proved to the world that dead, even so will Poland rise, when 
Poland had by no means lost her nations return to the ideals of Christ, 
spirit of nationality. Michiewicy, one of Poland's great 
Following this, the Poles suffered authors, writes, "that two days have 
greater harassment than ever. Their already passed and that on the third 
treaty rights, their army, their ad- day the soul will return to the body 
ministration and even their language and the nation will rise from the 
were taken from them. Many schools dead" and then will the nations of 
were closed and these which were the earth recognize persecuted 
allowed' to remain open, were forced Poland to be the nation of nations. 
to use the Russian language. Their 
libraries and treasures of art were TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
taken to Russia; confiscations of GLEE CLUB 
property and fines brought to ruin 
many Polish families, thousands of The Taylor University Glee Club is 
whom were transported into Russia forging ahead' in its program, mean-
and Siberia. Poles of every class in- while getting acquainted with the 
eluding aristrocrats, generals, sol- more technical side of its work. The 
diers, artisans, priests and poets took new members, who have been 
refuge in foreign lands to escape the assigned to their respective parts, 
fate which had already fallen to their are responding willingly to the baton 
fellow countrymen. jn director's hand. Whatever sue-
To the present time this persecu- cess the former glee clubs of T. U. 
tion has continued, never relaxing, may have had, we feel certain that 
but intensifying as time goes on. All this one will not only accomplish the 
Russia, all Germany, and all Austria same results but also strive to super-
have concentrated their forces to an- cede them at least in its endeavor, 
nihilate everything that is Polish, but The practice hours are ind'eed inter-
their efforts have been useless. Pro- esting as well as exciting, due to the 
hibition of the use of native language, excellent leadership of Prof. Cleve-
impiisonment, banishment, censorship land. 
of the press, ruinous taxation, are but O n Sunday, Oct. 15, the club 
a few of the many things which the gave its first program in the 
Polish people have suffered. Many of First M. E. Church at Bluffton, Ind. 
them have lied to foreign countries; The club enjoyed a royal entertain-
many have been banished to Russia ment both in the church and in the 
and Siberia; many have been mar- homes of some of the prominent 
tyred for love of native land, and church members. 
many have remained in their beloved This church has sent a number of 
Poland, patiently enduring persecu- students to Taylor and a still closer 
tion. But, wherever we find the Pole bond of unity between the church 
today, he is still a Pole, he has lost and Tay'or was secured by the visit 
none of his idealism. The battle of of the Glee Club- The inspiration and 
vision of service afforded by this trip 
club a new zeal to 
great year under the 
leadership of Professor 
Cleaveland. 
The program was as follows: 
Teach Us To Pray, F. S. Shepard 
Showers of Blessing, E. L. Ashford 
Jesus, Lover of My Soul, Lee G. 
the Poles has been two-fold, a fight jiag jven 
for their native language and native aS, Y®n e 
land, the love of both being supreme |!ff]c^entIS & 
in the heart of every true Pole. 
In view of Poland's past history we 
are made to wonder that a nation 
having suffered as she has, has en­
dured. It may be explained by the 
fact that among the Polish people Krats 
there early grew up a certain ideal- I Come to Thee, D. B. Towner 
ism known as Messianism, which was The Keeper of the Light, E. S. 
unconsciously involved in the works Lorenz 
DR. F. L. RESLER 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 
Upland, Indiana 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
IN MARION 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 
MARION, IND. 
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OCTOBER 
October, month of grand and wondrous beauty, 
We welcome thy great splendor once again,— 
he crown of Artist-Nature's finished portrait, 
Exceeding finest touch of brush or pen. 
After the busy noontide heat of summer, 
The glory of thy autumn shades appear 
n restful glow o'er meadow, bush, and woodland, 
The sunset time of every waning year. 
How simply are thy changing colors blended; 
Thy gorgeous hues reflect from leafy tree 
'he red gold after glow from Heaven's grandeur, 
Revealing God's own handiwork to me. 
—Sadie Louise Miller 
My Anchor Holds, D. B. Towner 
Remember Me, Johanna Kinkle 
At the evening service, the glee 
club was supplemented by Prof. 
Cleaveland who sang a solo, "He is 
Mine". This was indeed an inspiring 
hymn to the entire audience. Prof. 
Cleaveland seemed to be at his best. 
Messrs S. D. Tarbell and M. 
E. Thompson sang a duet, "The Name 
of Jesus". This was another "hit", 
one that will live in the memory of 
all those who heard them sing. 
If you Read the Echo, you will 
hear more about the glee club in the 
coming issues.—E. C. Reporter 
Tennis 
I DR. H. N. TURNEY 
DENTIST 
j Phone 58. Marion, Indiana 
X-Ray Equipment 
508 Marion National Bank Bldg. 
The good weather after the rain 
made it possible for Taylor students 
to play their most popular game, 
tennis. Courts one and two are now 
in excellent condition, since the cus­
todian "got busy" and repaired the 
courts. Old "Higgie" is kept busy 
signing students hours in which to 
play. It is faintly rumored that the 
College Freshmen may form a class 
tennis team and challenge the other 
classes of the college. If the freshmen 
decide to do this we pity the other 
classes. 
Don't Forget 
that 
We handle the official 
TAYLOR MEMORY BOOK 
"Start It Now" 
Taylor University 
Bookstore 
Prayer is not conquering God's re­
luctance, but taking hold upon God's 
willingness.—Phillips Brooks 
Prayer is so mighty an instrument 
that no one ever thoroughly mastered 
all its keys. They sweep along the 
infinite scale of man's wants and 
God's goodness.—Hugh Miller 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
| Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
Charles A. Sellers, M. D. 
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
DR. ALLEN B. CAINE 
Osteopathic Physician 
j Office Hours 10-12 a. m., 2-5 p. m. j 
Telephone 72 Marion, Ind. 
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk. Bldg. 
If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or | 
Buns or anything in the Bakery j 
line you want, call the 
UPLAND BAKERY 
j Phone 382 Guy Swartz, Prop, j 
j STUMP BROS. HARDWARE] 
Full Line of Hardware 
Taylor Students always 
Welcomed. 
[Upland . Indiana [ 
You are 
always 
welcome. 
Leave your 
bundles with 
us while 
shopping- in 
Marion. 
All city cars 
pass our 
door. 
Beitler 
Studio 
N. E. Corner 
Square 
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"Sir, your daughter has promised 
to become my wife." 
"Well, don't come to me for sym­
pathy; you might have known the 
consequences hanging around here 
five nights a week." 
MAYBE 
Miss Rheme: "What did the 
Russians go to Alaska for?" 
Mr. Maynard: "They went to hunt 
Eskimos." 
Miss Taylor: "Why would they hunt 
Eskimos?" 
Mr. Maynard: "Why, for their 
skins. Are they not fur bearing an­
imals?" 
Mr. Eiteman—I want to look at 
some mirrors. 
Clerk—Hand mirrors? 
Mr. Eiteman—No, some that I can 
see my face in." 
History III. 
Miss Rheme (teacher)—What did 
De Soto discover? 
Miss Taylor—The Mississippi ocean. 
Francis Fletcher— Of course, dear, 
t's only a rough idea of mine, but purse 
lo you think it is possible that there 
s ever such a thing as a printer's er-
or in that cookery manual of yours? 
"Koby"—I'd rather not take gas. 
Surgeon—I daresay! But I won't 
risk attending you without. 
NELSON STUDIO 
You have friends they should 
have a Nelson portrait of you. 
[223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind. ] 
John Shilling claims to be a college 
senior. We wonder if he isn't grad­
uating in W. T. (Wasting Time). 
Irene Kletzing—Oh, my nose is so 
red and shiny. 
"Midge" Ortlip—What have you 
been doing? 
Irene K.—Well, I did drink some 
coffee for breakfast.' 
R. M. HENLEY 
FLORIST 
We grow our own flowers 
(Telephone 175, Hartford City, Ind. 
Heard in English 4b 
Mildred Whetsel—I'm pretty smart 
ain't I? 
Yi?U^ Lady' ^,erf...y0l\ Mother took her three year old with the new school little boy? ^ mjssi meeting. Among 
Little Boy: "Naw! Dey made me , , , . ,, „ y , , T , , the refreshments was salad on lettuce wash me face an' when I went home , . , . „n . ,, , „ leaf. After she had eaten nearly all de dog bit me cause he didn t know . ., , , . „ s of her salad she said: "Mother, what 
me' must I do with this cabbage?" 
Wilson Paul: "You are a singular 
sort of girl." 
Doris Atkinson: "Well, That's easi­
ly altered." 
"Are you sure you have shown me 
all the principal parts of this car?" 
"Yes, madam,." 
"Well, then, where is the deprecia­
tion, Tom told me that was one of 
the biggest things about a car." 
| CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S. 
Dentistry and Oral Surgery 
! I. O. O. F. Bldg. Phone 115 i 
Hartford City, Indiana 
During the Philo-Thalo Drive 
Cyrus Paul—Well, the fellow who 
gets me gets me for life. 
Madelaine Bien—Come on Kitty, 
let's get him! 
Louise Smith—Oh, how I wish I 
could get Greek and get it good. 
"Midge" Ortlip—I don't see why 
you can't. Some of the dumbest peo­
ple seem to get it . -
Stoddard (in Expression class)— 
Well, professor, is there any special 
way of attacking this platform? 
Miss Atkinson—Why yes, you put 
one foot on it and then the other. 
Cut Flowers 
of all kinds in season 
Help Taylor University by j 
[purchasing your cut flowers] 
[and potted plants from us. 
Taylor University 
Greenhouse 
B. A. Atkinson, Florist [ 
Phone 894 Upland, Ind. 
"Pardon me, sir, but have you seen 
policeman around here?" 
T - I t  "No. I am sorry." 
. Now, will you kindly "Thank you
hand over your watch and your 
Mrs,. Faulder—Now don't be in a 
hurry about eating your lunch. Dr. 
Paul will be here in a few minutes to 
give us a talk. 
Geo: ge Woblschlegel to the host— 
Save the beans, then, Ed. 
We will allow a 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
to all Taylor U. Students on 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
Men's Furnishings, Shoes 
and Dry Goods 
"See Us First" 
u  
Paul McCrimmon—Well, in two Wife—I see by to-night's paper 
years I suppose I will have my Ph. D. that Paris says women are going to 
I don't know what to look for next,, wear their dresses longer. 
"Rupp"—No doubt you will be Husband—It's a good thing. You 
looking for a J. O. B. never wear a dress over a month. 
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SCIENCE 
All the sciences in the world never 
smoothed down a dying pillow. No 
earthly philosophy ever supplied 
hope in death.—J. C. Ryle 
But when science, passing beyond 
its own limits,- assumes to take the 
place of theology, and sets up its 
own conception of the order of 
nature as a sufficient account of its 
catse, it is invading a province of 
thought to which it has no claim, 
and not unreasonably provokes the 
hostility of its best friends.—M.B. 
Carpenter. 
Science is a good piece of furniture 
for a man to have in an upper cham­
ber, provided he has common sense 
on the ground floor.—0. W. Holmes 
Holding then to science with one 
hand, the left hand, we give to re­
ligion, and cry: "Open Thou mine 
eyes, that I may behold wondrous 
things, more wondrous than the shin­
ing worlds can telL." Obedient to the 
promise, religion does waken faculties 
within us, does teach our eyes to the 
beholding of wonderful things. These 
great worlds blazing like feeble stars 
in the glory of the morning, in the 
presence of this new light. The soul 
knows that an infinite sea of love is 
all about it, and it bathes itself in 
the clear consciousness «f a Father's 
love.—Bishop H. W. Warren 
It is better to inspire the heart 
with a noble sentiment than to teach 
the mind a truth of science. 
Gladstone said: "There is no charity 
in a man's leaving money in his will, 
he has simply got to leave it." The 
time to administer your trust is while 
you are living.—Sel. 
• — 
' True humility does not underrate 
ones' own God-given abilites. It grate­
fully acknowledges them and rever­
ently seeks to use them all in all ways 
to make the world better and hap­
pier." 
A LIFE CODE 
Plain food for the stomach, 
Vigorous exercise for the muscles, 
Pure air for the lungs, 
Sound sleep for the nerves, 
Good cheer for the mind, 
Great thoughts for the head, 
Ploly aspirations for the heart, 
Kind deeds for the neighbors and 
pure love for God.—Exchange. 
H. BLAKE 
READY-TO-WEAR 
Our 
Stock of Properly 
Fashioned 
Ready-to-Wear 
is Enlarging 
• Every Day 
We Give 
10 Per cent Discount 
To All 
Taylor University 
Students 
1 Toilet Sundries Sporting Goods 
j Stationery Physician's Supplies 
1 The Pioneer Drug- Store 
! TJLa Stars 
j Upland, Indiana 
{ Kodaks Paints 
J Books Wall Paper 
"Joy and sin can never be in con­
cord. When we are in ways of sin we 
may manufacture something which 
looks like joy, but it is not the real 
thing; it is only galvanized, it is not 
vital. It is not the joy of the Lord." 
Distinctive Styles In 
Hosiery 
Hosiery that is "different" and yet 
conforms to every requirement of 
good taste. Women's hosiery in all 
the fashionable colors, also in 
novelty designs; some with hand 
embroidered clocks. Price range 
from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let this 
store supply your hosiery needs. 
RISINGERS 
North Side Square, Hartford City. 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, :Scliafiner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students 
'Red" and "John" 
Hayden-Lieber Company 
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS 
Hartford City, Indiana. 
We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who 
crade here a full measure of value for their money. 
Always 
something of 
interest 
at the big 
Weiler 
Stores 
WMMfrJNM'atUX 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Largest 
Distributors 
of quality 
merchandise 
in eastern 
Indiana 
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| Taylor University | 
1 John Paul, D. D., President I 
Fall opening, September 27. Winter opening, Jan= 
uary 3. Spring opening, March 28. 
Graduate Theological Seminary, 
Newton Wray, A. B., D. D„ Dean. 
Schools of Music and Expression, 
exceptional quality. 
College of Liberal Arts. 
Pre-medical courses. 
Normal courses in education, 
recognized by the State. 
Academy of highest rank. 
Address Dean B. W. Ayres, Ph. D., or the President, 
Upland, Indiana 
Special note should be made of the Taylor University 
School of Music, which has its own beautifully equipped 
building-, a faculty of outstanding talent, and an enviable 
reputation throughout the nation. 
